Valley: An Overview

Valley®: The Leader in Precision Irrigation.
The Valley Brand
Valmont Industries Overview

Valmont Industries, Inc., has leading market positions in highly engineered poles, towers and structures for infrastructure development such as lighting and traffic, electric power transmission, wireless communication, as well as irrigation equipment to help improve the yields of agriculture and better manage the world’s fresh water resources. Valmont currently operates from 95 manufacturing facilities located in 23 countries around the world. Valmont is headquartered in Omaha, Nebraska, and employs more than 8,000 people. Valmont is traded on the NYSE as VMI.

The Valley Brand

Valmont Irrigation, manufacturer of the Valley product line, founded the mechanized irrigation industry in 1954 and remains dedicated to providing innovative solutions now and well into the future.

With efficient Valley irrigation equipment you can:
- improve productivity
- conserve energy and water resources
- rely on Valley dealers for service and parts

Valley center pivots and linears provide:
- the highest level of durability and reliability in the industry
- the lowest total cost of ownership
- the highest resale value
- the industry’s only USA made Valley gearbox

Recent Awards and Honors

AgroSalon – Gold Medal
2014 – BaseStation3™

European Irrigation Association – Agriculture Gold Award
2014 – Valley Variable Rate Irrigation (VRI)

ASABE – AE50 Top 50 Award
2013 – Valley SoilPro™ 100
2011 – Valley Variable Rate Irrigation Zone Control
2010 – GPS Guidance and BaseStation2-SM

World Ag Expo – Top-10 New Product Award
2012 – Tire Pressure Monitoring System (TPMS) from Valley Irrigation

Irrigation Show – New Product Contest
2011 – Valley Variable Rate Irrigation with CropMetrics VRI Optimization Service
1946 - First Water Drive

1960
First galvanized Water Drive
Model 4000 pivot - with rubber tires

1980
Model 6000 pivot
Valmonitor
cams Pro Panel
cams BaseStation
Remote pivot control

1970
Pivot introduced with corner
2-Wheel E-Z Tow™
Valley gearbox
Linear Rainger™ and Universal
Ditch or hose feed linear
Low-pressure sprinklers

1990
Model 8120 pivot
PolySpan®
Precision Corner®
Remote link
Data radio and auxiliary
link packages
Valley Tracker™

2000
Valley TrackerSP
BaseStation2™
Tracker2
GPS ready controls

Today
BaseStation3
Variable Rate Irrigation
TouchPro™ control panel
VFlex™ Corner

See your local authorized Valley dealer for complete details.